
Fleet Management Solution
Stay connected with your moving fleet in real-time.

Gain total visibility of your vehicles,
trucks, cargo, and vessels 

Overdrive o�ers you cutting-edge telematics solutions 
that are far beyond your simple GPS. We gear you with 
the tools you need to stay on top of your business and 
maximize your fleet’s full potential without compromising 
e�ciency, productivity, and cost.

We make fleet data readily accessible so you are always 
updated on your vehicle’s journey, anywhere, anytime.

Overdrive can help you navigate your fleet with ease and get the best results that put your business on 
the right track. Having the right fleet management solution gives you

Boost Cost E�ciency
Analyze driving behaviors to eliminate 
wastage and unnecessary usage

Accurate Data Analytics
Get accurate real-time access to 
vehicular data and have valuable 
insights to make better business decisions

Prevent vehicle theft
Detect any signs of unauthorized use and 
safely immobilize when needed. 

Fleet Protection 
Identify dangerous driving behavior 
and provide safety metrics for your 
drivers, keeping drivers safe and 
vehicles in good condition. 

Free Installation
No upfront set up cost, just a monthly 
subscription fee

We serve every industry, no matter the size of fleet, 
no matter the type of vehicle - manage it all in one 
centralized platform.

Know where your moving fleet are at all times

Capture your vehicle’s journey and gain full control 
over your fleet operation in a centralized platform. 
Set up virtual fences to your advantage and push 
triggers when your vehicles are out of bounds. 
Sailing into the sea? Overdrive can even keep an 
eye on your vessels, providing  visibility of your 
entire voyage.

Fleet Overview

Live GPS Tracking

Trip Monitoring

Geofencing Capabilities

Real-Time Alerts

Why Overdrive’s Fleet Management Solution is the right solution for you.



Safeguard your fleet and drivers
Monitor risky driving behaviors such as harsh 
braking, cornering and accelerating. Protect your 
vehicles from mechanical issues, unauthorized 
usage and high risk road conditions. 

Automate reports and streamline 
fleet-related processes.
Generate track reports such as idling, speeding, 
location history, trip records, vehicle health and 
driver behavior to identify challenges and gain 
valuable insights to make better-informed 
decisions. 

Keep your vehicle health in check 
Detect any possible signs of vehicle malfunction 
before it even happens. Carry out preventive 
maintenance schedules to upkeep vehicles and 
send reminders of any missed schedules to avoid 
costly and unexpected downtimes. 

Know where your moving fleet are at all times

Driver Behavior
Monitoring

Live Reporting

Historical Playback

Easy Data Access

Vehicle Diagnostics

Vehicle Statistics

Video Live Streaming 
Capabilities

Immobilizer

Fuel Monitoring
Track your fuel level consumption and 

optimize fuel e�ciency

Car Sharing
Transform vehicles into a 

sharing-ready fleet 

Temperature Probe
Maintain a suitable environment for 

perishable goods while they are in transit

Driver Identification
Always know who is driving and safeguard your 

vehicles from potential theft



Manage every aspect of your fleet through
our mobile app. 

We empower you with data-enriched information at your 
fingertips even when you’re on the go. Best of all, you can 
take the appropriate actions and enhance your business 
operations for optimum performance.

Want a fleet management system but don’t know how to 
begin? Let Overdrive help you manage your vehicles, so you 
can enjoy the drive.

Maximize your fleet’s fullest potential.
Let Overdrive manage your vehicles so you can enjoy the drive. 

Hello, 
We Are Overdrive.

Overdrive IOT Pte Ltd

        www.overdriveiot.com

        ask@overdriveiot.com 

        +65 6950 0890

Who Are We
Overdrive is the leading real-time 
asset monitoring IOT company in 
Asia that provides end-to-end IoT 
solutions and automates data 
sensing of various types of assets 
within a business ecosystem, from 
vehicles and machinery to facilities 
and people – all under one roof.

What We Do
Specialises in 

•   Vehicles Monitoring

•   Airport Management

•   Vessel Tracking

•   Heavy Machinery Monitoring

•   Smart Hygiene 

•   Environmental Monitoring 

•   Sustainability Solution

Indoor Monitoring
Provides real-time 
location of vehicles 
indoors or even in 
areas with no GPS 

connectivity.

Tyre Pressure 
Monitoring 

Provides all vehicle tyre 
air pressure data.

Data Roaming

Let your vehicles stay 
connected even when 
they travel overseas.

Facial Fatigue 
Detection

Provides fatigue level 
data of crew members.

Data Roaming
Let your vehicles stay connected even 

when they travel overseas

Tyre Pressure Monitoring 
Provides all vehicle tyre air pressure data

Facial Fatigue Recognition
Provides fatigue level data of crew members

Indoor Monitoring
Provides real-time location of vehicles indoors or 

even in areas with no GPS connectivity.


